
Item. 9(r)  
 
Location:  Tofts Barns, Church Road, Wretham 
 
Proposal: Erection of dwelling and detached garage 
 
REFERENCE: 3PL/2019/0321/F 
 
Applicant: Mr Matthew Freeman 
 
Author: Naomi Minto 
 
CONSULTATIONS 
 
Ecology 
No ecological information has been submitted in support of this application. From publicly available 
aerial sources there appears to be several ponds within 250 metres of the site and an area of woodland 
neighbouring the site and therefore potential for protected species to be present on the site.  
However, the site does not appear to contain suitable habitat for great crested newts, and we 
recommend providing the below informative and conditioning an ecological enhancement plan to 
ensure ‘net gains for nature’ (para 170, NPPF) on the site. 
  
Great Crested Newts – Informative 
“Occasionally European protected species, such as great crested newts, can be found during the course 
of development even when the site appears unlikely to support them or after an ecological survey has 
found no previous evidence of them. In the event that this occurs, it is advised that the developer stops 
work immediately and seeks the advice of a suitability qualified ecological consultant.” 
 
Highways Authority 
Given the extent of other new development locally I will be unlikely to raise an objection in principle 
even though the occupants of the dwelling will be reliant on travelling by car. It is noted that a 
garage/cart shed is to be erected adjacent to Church Road and I am concerned that this may encroach 
on the highway or lie within the visibility splay approved under 3PL/2016/1318. The applicant will 
need to arrange for the highway boundary to be researched and plot this on the drawing, together 
with the 2.4m x 43m visibility splay aforementioned, to prevent any encroachment – including the 
newly planted hedge which is set back around 1.8m from the carriageway edge. Further it is noted 
that the access to be used to serve the property has not been surfaced in accordance with 
3PL/2016/1318 nor visibility provided. 
 
ASSESSMENT 
A condition to be added with regards to ecological enhancement plan (and the great crested newts 
note), as well as for the required visibility splays and the positioning of the garage to be agreed in 
writing prior to construction to ensure the proposal meets the required highways standards. 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
The application is recommended for approval subject to conditions detailed in the committee report 
and further conditions with regards to ecology, the positioning of the garage and visibility splays.  
 
 


